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Project starting point

To start the journey...
I tried to figure out what I am as a designer. I 
wanted this project to be completely personal 
and be based on interests I have. I also want-
ed the project to fix a problem in a design 
area I would be interested in persuing. 

What I am as a Designer

Projects I found interesting

I found this project interest-
ing as it uses the process 
of exsiting machines to 
create something usefull 
and helpful

I thought that this 
project was very 
clever how it taget-
ed 1st world users 
for but is designed 
to help the poor

My Interests

- I enjoy designing for people in need

- I would like to persue a career in medical devices

- I want to redesign things we’ve gooten used to not 
working well

- I get a lot of inspiration from jappanese design.
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How to increase the well being of someone 
with arthritis?

Incresing the quallity of someones life is something I 
enjoy doing and I felt that choosing arthritis as the user 
would give me a taste of medical device design.

Project Brief Whats already out there...

Most of the products in this area are orientated around 
nessesary tasks in everyday life. From my thesis I know 
that one of the largest influences of someones well-be-
ing is their hobbies.

For this reason I decided to try improve hobbies which 
have been effected by the condition.

After interviewing people with arthritis I found some 
common hobbies which were affected and decided to 
chose the one that interested me most.

Key Insights Very little products that improve hobbies.



‘How to improve the well-being of people with arthritis via gardening’

Knitting

Walking

Gardening
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Interviews

These 2 were my early stage interviews when I was 
initialy learning about arthritis. Insights from these inter-
views helped structure my brief

These interviews allowed me to understand the hobby 
of gardening and what its like to do so with arthritis

Primary research

Shadowing
Ocupational therapist at Our Lady’s Hospice

Found out the importance of ergonomics with arthritic 
products and what steps need to be taken when design-
ing for arthritis
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Empathising

I tried finding out first hand what it’s like to 
garden with arthritis. I did this by wearing 
an arthritis simulating suit and doing some 
gardening.

- Difficult to design for majority of arthritic paitions

- It’s important for people with arthritis to stay active

- Ergonomics is very crucial when designing for arthritis

- Common gardening tools are not ergonomically viable 

- Akward positions include; Grabbing, lifting, crouching, pulling, 
weeding

- Using traditional trowel and rake can be quite uncomfortable

Key Insights

Crouching

Pulling

Rakeing

Pouring
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Exploring project direction

Addressing problems:

 - Need to restrict painfull    
 movements and positions.

 -- Traditional gardening Style   
 needs to be maintained

 - There should be no part of   
 the gardening experience    
 which is uncomforting.

 - Need to have easier tools to   
 work  with.

Early stage concepts

Key Insights - Desinging a bed or a set of tools on their own would not 
reduce all discomforting movements and positions, each go 
hand-in-hand. 

Tools are not 
ergonomic

Design close 
range tools

Design tools used 
while stood up

Little control & 
user removed form 
activity

Ergonomicly designed 
tools reduce hand stress 
but other joints are still 
affected

Design bed raised 
to ergonomic 
height

Design bed with 
suports

Designing 
aids for user to 
crouch may still 
cause pain

Ergonomically 
designed bed & 
tools should solve 
all issues



Chosen direction

“Design a raised bed with a set of tools needed reduce as much pain as possible in 
arthritic users while gardening, all of which should posses ergonomic values.” 14

What needs to be designed?

Raised bed Set of tools

Figuring out the right ergonomic mea-
surements is the first priority

Understanding how the user will recive 
the bed; does it need to be assem-
bled?

User testing and creating accurate 
scaled models is also very important

As with the bed ergonomics is largest 
feature with each tool 

Tools which need to be designed will 
be determined after measurements of 
the bed are chosen

Testing tools on different sized hands 
is essential



Ergonomics & assembly of 
bed
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It would be more sensable for the user to 
assemble the bed rather than the bed being 
transported fully assembled

The assemblly needs to remain arthritically 
friendly

This also gives an opertunity for the user to 
choose the relivent ergonomic dementions 
for themselfs

Each measurement of the bed needs to be 
completely relevent to the users ergonomic 
needs

Key Insights -The bed soil depth will need to be 400mm deep.

-The bed height will need to be from 825mm to 1105mm

-The bed needs to be 800x1200mm so that even the shortest 
arm span has full access



User testing & modeling
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Testing the egonomic research on people 
of different sizes was a good reasurence of 
the chosen dimentions

Also making models at a scale of 1:5 was 
helped me understand the bed proportions

5th percentile 50th percentile 95th percentile

Corners of the soil box 
will be comb joints with a 
pin and hole technique for 
joining

The end posts will also 
stop bowing and will be 
joined through mortise & 
tennon and the pin and 
hole technique

The side posts have three 
separate heights to for 
the user to choose when 
assembling the bed. they 
are joined using mortise & 
tennon and pin and hole 
technique

The post supports are to 
prevent the posts from tilt-
ing. they also provide extra 
support from bending
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Tools

The only tools needed to be redesigned will be stan-
dard tools for planting, removing and maintaining

It’s now nessesary to figure out what tools 
will be needed to be redesigned for use at 
bed

Trowel Rake Weeding tool
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Trowel ergonomics

In terms of the ergonomics for the trowel I 
wanted to understand techniques that will 
allow the users hand to be in its natural 
position

I wanded to have the wrist in a fixed po-
sition meaning I would need wrist suport. 
I had to understand the direction of force 
when in use so I could determin whether 
support is needed on top or bottom

Key Insights - Trowel head will be pushed downwards by soil meaning suport 
for the wrist will be needed at the bottom

- Handle will need to be at an angle of 100-110 degrees
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Modeling & user testing

I started off by making a range of models 
then tested them. After each testing period I 
noted the problems then incorparated them 
into the next range of models

I repeated this process untill I designed my 
final sketch model, which includes grips in 
the nessesary areas

User testing

Final models

The head take the same 
form of a traditional trow-
el. It is made by bending 
and welding steel

The grips will help the user 
to control the trowel. These 
will be attached by two 
step moulding

The body of the tool will 
be made by thermoplastic 
foam injection moulding 
which will make the tool 
light.

The wrist support for the 
trowel is below the wrist 
to counter the force from 
the soil
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Rake ergonomics

Like the trowel the traditional rake causes 
deviatinig pain in the wrist, meaning the 
handle would need to be at a 100-110 
degree angle

Wrist suport would also be needed for the 
rake if in use for long term or heavy labour-
ing. Altough force from soil will be going in 
the oppisite direction, meaning wrist suport 
will be needed above the wrist

Key Insights - Wrist support needs to be above the wrist

- Rake handle needs to be at an angle of 100-110 degrees
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Modeling & user testing

User testing

Final models

During the user testing of the rake there 
were many imperfection, meaning many 
prototypes

When the final form was acheved there 
was still much to do in terms of measure-
ments and proportions

The body of the Rake is 
made by thermoplastic 
foam injection moulding to 
make it light and easy to 
attach the grips

This head shape make dig-
ging deep a lot easier. The 
head of the rake is made 
made by bending steel 
metal. these will be powder 
coated black

The grips are there to 
increase stability. these will 
be attached by two step 
injection moulding 

The wrist support will be 
placed above the wrist 
with an indent to give 
room for the forearm
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Weeding tool ergonomics

Key Insights - The tool will need to be reduced to a size that is ergonomic to 
the bed

- Handles need to be at a height that will keep the wrists in natu-
ral positions

Pulling and pinching are two very painfull 
movements for people with arthritis. My 
research for this problem lead me to finding 
a device the helps weed from a standing 
position

I wanted to redesign this device so it can 
be used at the ergonomic level of the bed’s 
surface. It was also important to have the 
handles at a heigh that allows the wrist to 
remain natural
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Modeling & user testing

I inialy had two mechanisims to prototype 
for so had to determine which would be 
most benifital through user testing

There were iterations of this tool but not as 
many as the trowel and rake as the me-
chanic of this are exsisting

User testing

Final models

The handles and body are 
both made by injection 
moulding 

The handles will twist 
about the bar it covers so 
that the users hands won’t 
need to change position

The metalwork is welded 
together for strength and 
finish with a black powder 
coat

The prongs are designed 
to be sunk into the ground 
around the weeds roots 
then twisted to disegage 
the weed from the soil
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Final design

The bed final design has two main features;

- Perfect ergonomics for all users

- Easy-to-assemble joinary [pin and hole]

The height adjustments for the bed are as 
follows;

- Heighest for users of sizes 1740mm+

- Mid height for users of 1625mm-1740mm

- lowest height for users of 1625mm-

The first part of the bed 
to be assembled will be 
the frame which holds 
the box of soil.

Befor assembling the frame 
the usert is asked to take 
his height measurement 
then use the appropriate 
height on the frame posts

Each of the virtical posts 
have a pin and hole join-
ing technique I designed. 
This is to make assembling 
the bed more easy for an 
arthritic user.

The next part to be assembled is the box for the soil. 
The depth of the soil allows the user to grow all veg-
tables and flowers from shallow roots to deep roots.

The includes post supports 
that fit into the back of the 
fame posts. These give 
supperior stability to the 
bed frame

At each layers coners there 
are comb joints with the 
pin and hole technique 
again. Each corner has 
three 100mm pins which 
go on top of one another 
for the first 3 layers. A 
shorter pin is put in last for 
the top layer so it is flush 
at surface.

There are dowels with 
leather straps on the side 
of the bed which provide a 
home for the tools



Final design
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The tools all share one strong feature, 
which is superior ergonomics for maximum 
strength and comfort

The trowel is used like so. 
It fuctions the same as a 
traditional trowel, but is 
used with different handle 
and wrist support

This is how the rake would 
be used, like the trowel it 
functions the same as a 
traditional rake  but with 
ergomomic qualities

The weediing tool is used 
this way up. I works by 
push on a weed then 
twisting. This reduces 
the painfull movement of 
pinching and pulling a 
weed

The tools in their homing 
positions on the bed. 
These tool holders are 
great for people with 
arthritis as they are easily 
hanging and can be taken 
very without a bother



Evaluation
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To evaluate all aspects of the design I 
asked Amby to criticaly asses and compare 
all features of the design

He found putting the pins 
in and placing the planks 
enjoyable

I asked Amby if he could 
try to assemble the bed 
and to tell me along the 
way if any parts were 
difficult for him.

He said the only part that 
was slightly painfull was 
picking up the planks, and 
that wasn’t to bad.

Amby did some traditional 
gardening techniques and 
comparde them to the 
Easy Grow designs.

- Pain in hands and 
elbows

He showed me how the 
tools were painfull

- Pain in wrist and fingers

When he got up from 
this position he described 
where he was sore and 
how painfull it was

- Pain in knees and hips

He showed great inthusi-
asim in the ergonomics of 
the tools.

- He said it would increse-
his gardeing duration

He felt the wrist supports 
were very nessasary.

- The wrist supports will 
help harder work a lot 
easier.

As you can see when 
working at the bed Amby 
has perfect posture

- He said that the Easy 
Grow really brought back 
the relaxing element of 
gardening 



Possible changes

During my evaluation with Amby he point-
ed out a few feeature I might concider 
changing

Someting I would 
change would be to 
have paralle joining at 
the corners rather than 
alternating as it was 
difficult to assemble the 
last layer
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Amby mentioned that it 
may be benificial to have 
a butterfly handle at the 
end of each pin to make it 
easy to disassemble

I noticed the he found it 
difficult to pick out the 
right sized pins for the soil 
box. So if I colour coded 
each pin it would make 
assembly less confusing

He advised me to leng-
hten the weeding tool 
prongs as they wouldn’t 
reach the roots of some 
weeds

After all, Amby and his 
wife esther both said 
that with Easy Grow they 
could both enjoy gar-
dening like they used to 
before they had arthritis.

In conclusion a lifetime 
hobby that was lost due to 
arthritis can be regained 
with Easy Grow. Which 
would lead to a better 
well-being



Thank You!


